
Creatures D6 / Can-cell Flying Insect
Name:

Can-cells

Type: Flying Insect

Dexterity: 3D+1

Perception: 1D+2

Strength: 2D

Special Abilities

        Rideable: Can-cells are large enough to be ridden by small creatures, and are able to carry most

creatures under 1 meter in height, although obviously this will reduce their flying speed and height

drastically depending on their riders weight.

Move: 26 (flying) 6 (walking)

Size: 3.35m long

Orneriness: 1D+1

Description: Can-cells are insectivores themselves, but if hungry enough and the opportunity presents

itself, they have been known to eat small rodents. They are ubiquitous, flying from the darkened forest

floors to the highest treetops. Attracted by the buzzing sound of Wookiee Gnasp fliers and catamarans,

can-cells often accompany Wookiee aircraft as they make their landing approaches. As such, Wookiees

often look to them as pets as good omens. 

        During the Battle of Kashyyyk, the Wookiees employed a team of Aleenan scouts -- alert, brave little

aliens who rode can-cells on reconnaissance missions, scoping out Separatist droid maneuvers prior to

engagement. 

        The primeval forests of Kashyyyk have fostered in them life forms that grow far larger and far more

dangerous than counterparts on other, more tamed worlds. A prime example is the can-cell. It is an

enormous insect, over three meters long, with gossamer wings that strobe an a fantastic rate, creating a

buzzing drone as it flits through the skies, trailing behind it a feathery tail. 

        The insect is not dangerous, however. It can be tamed by other species, and beings small enough

have been known to ride them, such as Aleenan scouts and even fugitive Jedi Masters. 
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